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HMO3000: the new oscilloscope series 
from HAMEG Instruments
The six new mixed-signal oscilloscopes in this series are available in bandwidths ranging from 300 MHz to 

500 MHz and with either two or four channels. They offer many powerful features and – in typical HAMEG 

fashion – are available at an attractive price.

HAMEG: performance at an attractive price
Today’s development designs, which feature mixed  analog 
and digital circuits and integrated bus systems, set the 
pace for developers, giving them less and less time to pre-
pare their complex products for market maturity.  Analyzing 
the signal slopes to be characterized during this process 

requires sufficient bandwidth and appropriate sampling rates. 
HAMEG Instruments meets these requirements by introduc-
ing the new HMO3000 series of mixed-signal oscilloscopes 
(Fig. 1). The two- and four-channel instruments provide band-
widths of 300 MHz, 400 MHz and 500 MHz, a sampling 

Fig. 1: The two- and four-channel HMO3000 instruments provide bandwidths of 300 MHz, 400 MHz 

and 500 MHz, a sampling rate of 4 Gsample/s and a memory depth of eight million points.
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rate of 4 Gsample/s and a memory 
depth of eight million points. HAMEG 
is offering the new HMO3000 instru-
ments as mixed-signal oscilloscopes 
throughout, i. e. they can be used for 
investigating analog and digital sig-
nals simultaneously. The HO3508 / 
HO3516 low-capacitance logic probes 
(100 kΩ II 4 pF) are optional. They allow 
the analysis of up to 16 logic channels 
at a sampling rate of 1 Gsample/s. 

The 300 MHz and 400 MHz mod-
els can be enhanced at any time to 
the 500 MHz maximum bandwidth by 
means of a simple software upgrade.

Analysis functions  
for serial buses
Same as all other HAMEG digital oscil-
loscopes, the new HMO oscilloscopes 
can also analyze serial buses – i. e. trig-
ger and decode serial data streams – by 
using the HOO10 and HOO12 options. 
The HOO10 option covers the I2C, SPI 
and UART/RS-232 protocols, while the 
HOO12 option allows the analysis of the 
CAN and LIN protocol. Either option can 
be used to analyze both analog and dig-
ital channels. Users are able to test the 
options: Both come factory-installed 
with 20 hours of free instrument run-
time and can be enabled at any time. 

The analog channels should be used 
where the emphasis is on  analyzing 
the signal quality of a serial bus. Fig. 2 
shows as an example an I2C data 
stream on analog channels.

The digital channels should be used 
if two serial buses are to be analyzed 
simultaneously. Digital channels also 
offer advantages where the events on 
a serial bus are triggered by voltage 
sequences on analog channels. Fig. 3 
illustrates the time correlation between 
a switching operation on an analog 
channel and the I2C data consequently 
sent on the digital channels.

Segmented memory
The HMO3000 series is the first generation of HAMEG oscillo-
scopes that allow users to segment the available memory. As 
of the fourth quarter of 2013, this function will be available as 
an option (HOO14). Segmented memory is memory that is 
divided into multiple blocks. The maximum block size depends 
on the total number of blocks. Segmenting memory may be 
useful, for instance, if there are large gaps between individual 
data packets during serial bus communications. In this case, 
the user can segment the memory so that a separate mem-
ory block exists for each expected data packet. The blocks are 
then filled with data based on the current trigger settings. Peri-
ods between packets without data are not recorded, which in 

Fig. 2: Analysis of an I2C data stream on analog channels.

Fig. 3: Time correlation of a switching operation on an analog channel 

(bottom) and l2C data consequently transmitted on the digital channels 

(top). (Based on example in Fig. 2).

The app version of this 
article includes a video 
that presents the fea-
tures of the new oscillo-
scopes in detail.
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turn allows the user to record significantly more information. 
It is also possible to record specific events during long-term 
tests multiple times, which allows the user to identify accumu-
lations or patterns of these events more easily. 

Another example that highlights the advantages of a seg-
mented memory is the ability to capture sporadic anoma-
lies during many short events that occur in quick succes-
sion. Segmenting the memory into an appropriate number of 
blocks allows the instrument to record many short events in 
a single stretch. Subsequently, the blocks can be scanned for 
anomalies. Search functions are available for this purpose.

Like all software options that can be enabled in the HMO3000 
series, the segmented memory option will come with 
20 hours of free runtime to allow thorough testing by users.

TRIGGER OUT and interfaces
Another new feature for HAMEG oscilloscopes is the 
 TRIGGER OUT output on the back panel of the HMO3000 
instruments. This output is required, for instance, for record-
ing address and data signals over an extended period of time 
before or after a specific trigger event in the oscilloscope. A 
data logger at the trigger output is used for this purpose.

The HMO3000 oscilloscope series comes with a new data 
interface integrated as standard. Previous instruments had a 
combined serial and USB interface (HO720), while the new 
series is equipped with a combined Ethernet and USB inter-
face (HO730). In the future, the serial / USB interface will be 
available as an option, as will the GPIB interface (HO740).

Integrated bus signal source …
The bus signal source integrated with all HAMEG HMO instru-
ments remains unique among mixed-signal oscilloscopes. 
Here, three outputs were added to the standard probe adjust 
oscillator. At these outputs, an internal circuit provides ran-
domly generated serial data for the various protocols (I2C, SPI, 
UART) or alternatively a random 4-bit pattern or a 4-bit coun-
ter signal, depending on requirements. This solves one of the 
most common problems during bus analysis, namely incor-
rect setup. Users can now verify the settings for circuit analy-
sis using known signals. 

… and many other interesting features
The fan in the new oscilloscope series is fully integrated into 
the solid metal casing. This has made it possible to reduce 
noise levels to the extent that the active cooling of the oscil-
loscope is barely perceptible, even while listening closely in a 
quiet environment.

Despite internal mechanical modifications, the compact 
design has remained unchanged for the new oscilloscopes. 
Other features carried over from the predecessor models 
are the 6-digit hardware counter, the outstanding FFT func-
tion with a memory depth of 64,000 points, the extensive 
mathematics functions, the comprehensive auto measure-
ment options and the convenient QuickView function (Fig. 4). 
Another aspect unique in this instrument class is the vertical 
input sensitivity which scales as low as 1 mV/div. Although 
the instruments come with comprehensive online help, 
HAMEG continues to include a printed manual.

Kai Scharrmann

Fig. 4: QuickView values are continuously updated in HMO3000 

oscilloscopes.

This article is an abridged version of the article published in German technical 
journal “Elektronik”, issue 13/2013.
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